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ABSTRACT
Aerial videos taken by a drone not too far above the surface
may contain the drone’s shadow projected on the scene. This
deteriorates the aesthetic quality of videos. With the presence
of other shadows, shadow removal cannot be directly applied,
and the shadow of the drone must be tracked.
Tracking a drone’s shadow in a video is, however, chal-
lenging. The varying size, shape, change of orientation and
drone altitude pose difficulties. The shadow can also easily
disappear over dark areas. However, a shadow has specific
properties that can be leveraged, besides its geometric shape.
In this paper, we incorporate knowledge of the shadow’s
physical properties, in the form of shadow detection masks,
into a correlation-based tracking algorithm. We capture a test
set of aerial videos taken with different settings and compare
our results to those of a state-of-the-art tracking algorithm.
Index Terms— Aerial drone video, object tracking,
shadow detection, correlation filters.
1. INTRODUCTION
Drones have gained in popularity in recent years. They are
used in object deliveries, search and rescue operations, or
for entertainment in racing competitions. One popular use of
drones is the capture of aerial videos. However, the presence
of the drone’s shadow moving in the scene is an undesirable
artifact in the aerial drone videos.
Shadow removal cannot be applied directly on the video
frames since other shadows, which need to be retained, may
be naturally present in the scene. Therefore, the shadow of the
drone must be tracked before a video can be processed. How-
ever, tracking a drone’s shadow, even with state-of-the-art ob-
ject tracking, is often prone to failure. A commercial drone
is small, its shadow contains holes, and it flies relatively high
making its shadow even smaller. Flare may make the shadow
appear blurry. A drone changes orientation, as it rotates in the
air to change direction, making its shadow change shape. The
shadow can also change shape when the drone moves up or
down, or based on the geometry of objects it is projected on.
The biggest issue remains, however, that the shadow eas-
ily disappears over dark areas or other shadow areas in the
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(a) Input frame (b) MOSSE tracking [1]
(c) Our tracking (d) Shadow-free frame
Fig. 1. (a) Input frame taken from an aerial drone video. (b)
Drone shadow tracking result [1]. (c) Drone shadow track-
ing result, obtained with our proposed algorithm. (d) Drone
shadow removed by inpainting [2].
filmed scene. One key factor that we can leverage is the fact
that the object we are tracking has specific physical properties
irrespective of its shape, because it is a shadow.
We combine physical and geometrical information in
correlation-based tracking to avoid losing the shadow that is
being tracked. We present an approach tailored to shadow
tracking, and evaluate it on tracking the shadow of a flying
drone. We propose an algorithm for predicting when the
shadow is likely lost by analyzing shadow detection masks,
and leverage it to improve the overall tracking performance.
This shadow information is then combined with correlation
results in our proposed shadow fusion tracking. Our method
builds on state-of-the-art object tracking through correlation
kernel filtering.
2. RELATEDWORK
Object tracking methods can be classified into point track-
ing, kernel tracking, silhouette tracking [3, 4], and the recent,
computationally more expensive, deep learning approaches.
A thorough tracking survey is presented in [3]. Point track-
ing methods generally leverage filters to extract object fea-
tures [5], used by the tracking algorithm. Kernel tracking
methods [6] are based on the appearance of the tracked ob-
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jects and rely largely on direct matching. Silhouette tracking
methods build a model for the tracked object [7], using a set
of previous frames in the tracking video.
State-of-the-art visual tracking generally relies on dis-
criminative correlation filters [8]. One such example is
the Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error (MOSSE)
method [1]. Explicit geometric feature extraction from a
drone shadow is complicated by the characteristics of shad-
ows. Indeed, they change both size and shape following the
drone’s positioning, they are small and blurry. Moreover,
they present very few edges, and are affected by the surface
on which they are projected. Therefore, we rely on a discrim-
inative correlation filter strategy. It avoids explicit feature
extraction and is a fast enough candidate for real-time oper-
ation, with no need for GPUs. A review of correlation filter
based tracking can be found in [1]. Our method also leverages
correlation-based search in the tracking procedure. We com-
pare it, on the task of shadow tracking, to the state-of-the-art
deep learning tracking [9] and correlation-based tracking [1].
There exists a multitude of shadow detection (and re-
moval) algorithms [10]. They leverage pixel intensity proper-
ties [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] and texture features [15, 17, 18,
19]. Image luminance [13, 14, 15, 17] or reflectance proper-
ties [11, 18] are used to find shadow boundaries. Illumination
field clustering [18] can also segment shadows in an image.
We use an off-the-shelf shadow detection method. High-
quality shadow detection (and removal) can also be achieved
with near-infrared (NIR) images [13, 14]. NIR-equipped
drones and any other future improvements in shadow de-
tection can be directly integrated to improve our proposed
algorithm’s robustness.
3. METHOD
We present the building blocks of our shadow tracking
method. Our approach combines state-of-the-art kernel-based
tracking (Sec. 3.1) and shadow detection (Sec. 3.2).
3.1. Kernel-based tracking
The proposed algorithm works with any correlation filter
method. In this paper, we use the MOSSE method proposed
by Bolme et al. [1]. Its tracking is based on Fourier-domain
correlation filters to leverage the computational benefits of
the Fast Fourier Transform [20]. MOSSE runs in two phases,
the filter initialization phase and the object tracking phase.
In order to initialize its kernel, the algorithm requires user
input. The user draws a bounding box around the tracking
target, which in our case is the drone’s shadow. The patch
containing the target is called F . The filter H is calculated by
minimizing the sum of squared error in the Fourier domain
Hi = argmin
H
∑
i
|Fi H∗ −Gi|2, (1)
where ∗ indicates the complex conjugate, and Gi is the corre-
lation map. A closed-form solution is given in [1] by
H∗i =
∑
iGi  F ∗i∑
i Fi  F ∗i
. (2)
In the object tracking phase, the filter Hi and the patch Fi+1
from the next frame are multiplied in the Fourier domain and
yield Gi+1, which is the correlation response for the next
frame. The location of the maximal correlation point in a lim-
ited area in Gi+1 (delimited by the previous bounding box),
is taken as the center of the drone’s new position in the next
frame. Iteratively, the algorithm predicts the shadow’s po-
sitions throughout the entire video. As we discuss in more
detail in Sec. 3.4, our proposed algorithm adaptively extends
the heat map search area and fuses the aforementioned corre-
lation map with shadow detection results.
3.2. Shadow detection
Shadow detection is leveraged multiple times in our proposed
shadow tracking algorithm. It is a key component in the
failure prediction algorithm, which predicts when the kernel-
based tracking is prone to fail in tracking the shadow. It is
also fused with correlation maps to improve shadow tracking.
In this paper, we use the adaptive thresholding method
proposed by Bradley et al. [21], which extends the established
technique of [22] to scenarios with illumination changes. The
algorithm traverses the image in grayscale through a window
of size 16×16, computing the mean intensity, with an integral
technique, of every windowed region. In the last step, the
mean value of the region is compared to neighboring pixels to
determine whether they are shadow pixels or not, to produce
a binary shadow mask.
Our fusion approach is independent of the specific shadow
detection method used. Any shadow detector can be inte-
grated into the tracking algorithm. Improvements in shadow
detection quality increase the tracking robustness.
3.3. Tracking-failure prediction
We describe in this section our failure prediction algorithm
that classifies a given frame as having a tracking error or not.
The failure prediction takes as input the shadow detection re-
sult of the current frame, and, from the previous frame, the po-
sition of the bounding box and the area of the drone’s shadow.
We reduce the noise in the shadow detection result
(Sec. 3.2) through erosion and dilation with a kernel of
size 3 × 3. The algorithm computes object contours on
the resulting binary shadow mask. The drone’s shadow area
at frame i + 1 (Ai+1) is inferred from the computed con-
tour that is taken as the contour closest to the center of the
tracking bounding box. This is the reason the shadow de-
tection result is filtered to remove noise, to avoid having
noise contours being closest to the center. When the absolute
Fig. 2. Average performance of MOSSE [1], DAT [9], and
our approach, over our annotated video test set.
incremental change in area is large (defined empirically as
Ai+1 ≥ 2.5 × Ai), the method predicts failure. This is often
because a large and sudden change in shadow area indicates
that the drone’s shadow is being mistaken with a different ob-
ject by the tracking algorithm. When failure is not detected,
regular tracking takes place. And when failure is predicted,
the shadow fusion algorithm is applied.
3.4. Shadow fusion tracking
Shadow fusion tracking replaces regular tracking when the
failure of the latter is expected. Since kernel-based tracking
assumes some spatial contiguity, it fails to recover the tracked
shadow after that shadow exits the difficult area where it was
lost. This loss is visible in Fig. 3 and in the last two columns
of Fig. 4.
During shadow fusion tracking, we extend the search area
over which correlation analysis is carried and we freeze the
kernel update. However, the bigger the search region is, the
more noisy and the less reliable the tracking results are. For
that reason, tracking algorithms assume spatial contiguity to
limit the search area, and this is especially important with ob-
jects that have as little consistent features as a drone’s shadow.
We increase the dimensions of the search region S by a third,
chosen heuristically, yielding an extended area
area(S′) =
(
4
3
)2
× area(S), (3)
for the new search region S′. We use the same method de-
scribed in Sec. 3.1 for computing the correlation map. How-
ever, we set Hi = Hj , where Hj is the filter from the last
correctly-tracked frame, to avoid inaccurate kernel updates
that are likely when failure is likely.
Fig. 3. Intersection over Union (IoU) of MOSSE [1] (blue
line), of DAT [9] (red line), and of our approach (yellow line),
with respect to time over 4 test videos. The IoU drops to 0
when a method loses the tracking. MOSSE loses the shadow
tracking on every video, the more computationally expensive
DAT loses it two out of four times, and our approach does not
lose the tracking.
The correlation map Gi is fused with the additional
shadow detection map Mi through pixel-wise multiplication.
ci = arg max
ci∈S′i
(Gi Mi) (4)
The peak value of the heat map indicates the center location
ci of the tracking bounding box in the current frame i.
When the drone shadow is lost over a difficult area, three
factors contribute to our improved tracking. First, the shadow
map contributes to the final heat map, by eliminating all non-
shadow locations. Second, the extended search region allows
shadow recovery. And third, the use of the last kernel com-
puted before failure was predicted, instead of an incorrectly
updated one during likely failure cases, improves the accu-
racy of the correlation results.
4. EVALUATION RESULTS
4.1. Dataset
To evaluate our proposed algorithm, we collect a dataset con-
sisting of 8 drone videos. The drone used for the capture is
the DJI Mavic Air. Each video has a 1280 × 720 resolution,
and a duration of 4 s to 10 s.
The videos are captured outside, at varying times of the
day and with varying degrees of difficulty in terms of track-
ing the drone’s shadow. The video dataset is composed of 4
videos where the scenario is not too complex for the kernel-
based tracking, and of 4 videos where the difficulty is higher.
Fig. 4. Drone shadow tracking results on the 4 videos with difficult tracking scenes. Each row contains critical frames from one
of the 4 videos (with time increasing from left to right). The blue box is the kernel-based tracking result of MOSSE [1], the red
one is the deep learning based tracking result of DAT [9] and the yellow box is ours. The white box delimits S′.
In the first set of videos, the drone’s shadow is projected on
the flat ground, on a green paper bag, on a newspaper and in
the fourth video on top of the shadow of a street lamp. In
the second set of videos, the drone’s shadow is projected on a
black laptop, on a black backpack, on grass and pebbles, and
lastly on a scene with a moving person. The drone’s shadow
is prone to getting lost by the tracking on top of the black or
very dark objects, on top of the highly textured multi-depth
grass and on the moving shadow of the person.
4.2. Results
Video annotation is carried out using the VIA image anno-
tator [23] to obtain ground-truth bounding boxes per frame.
We annotate 25 frames around the full tracking failure cases
and present the average Intersection over Union (IoU) results
in Fig. 2 for MOSSE [1], DAT [9], and our method. IoU re-
sults over time for the second set of test videos are also shown
in Fig. 3, for each of the three methods. The state-of-the-art
deep learning tracking outperforms MOSSE [1], but it does so
at a computational cost. While the correlation-based tracking
can be applied in real time with no specialized hardware, DAT
required on average 4.81 s per frame, when run on a Titan X
GPU. It nonetheless loses the shadow in half of the scenarios.
The kernel-based tracking successfully tracks the drone’s
shadow in the first set of test videos with simple scenarios.
As our results are similar to those of [1] on this set, we do
not analyze the corresponding frames. However, on the sec-
ond set of test videos, MOSSE loses the shadow and fails to
recover for the rest of each video, but our tracking does not
lose the shadow. Result frames are shown in Fig. 4 for the 4
videos. The blue box is the result of MOSSE, the red box is
the state-of-the-art deep learning tracking (DAT) [9], and the
yellow box is ours (videos in supplementary material).
5. CONCLUSION
We present a shadow tracking approach that leverages the fact
that the tracked object has certain physical characteristics, be-
cause it is a shadow. Shadow detection is used to predict
the failure and improve the performance of correlation-based
tracking. The improvement is due to the increased robustness
of the heat map fused with shadow detection, the extended
search area allowing post-failure recovery, and the freezing
of kernel updates during probable failure.
We test our approach on a dataset captured with varying
degrees of tracking difficulty, and compare with state-of-the-
art deep learning and kernel-based tracking. One application
of drone shadow tracking is to remove that shadow for aes-
thetic purposes. The proposed technique can, however, be
leveraged when tracking any shadow or objects with measur-
able physical properties.
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